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when all players' progress is loaded, the leaderboard is
displayed. from here, players can check their rank, kart,

name, and number of coins. to obtain coins, players must
finish races in single or two-player mode. more coins are
gained when players win races and lose no coins. players
can earn special features by winning specific races and
show off. also, players earn special features by winning

races and losing coins. co-operative mode adds a new twist
to the game. to play the mode, the rear character must
utilize a slide to steal an item from the track. the motion

must be completed within one or two seconds as it is losing
a point on the leaderboard. while racing in multiplayer,
players are eventually ranked by the number of coins a
player has obtained, and the player with the most coins

receives a trophy. players can also compete with others via
lan, rather than online, to earn better standings. a new

feature added to the co-operative mode that was absent in
the original mario kart game is the battle function. the

battle action is triggered when the players collide with other
carts. one moves their kart to the left, while the other

moves theirs to the right, and throws items at each other
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until one of them loses a kart. the player who throws an
item gets the item, while the player who loses a kart gains
the item. since battles can be set between any players, the

player with the most coins can easily improve their
standings during gameplay. from left to right, the

characters are birdo, waluigi, donkey kong, diddy kong,
bowser, yoshi, wario, link, kakarot, zero, pauline, tippi, and
the playable characters that use the game boy player (with

the exception of one of the two characters from mario's
virtual boy).
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the development was headed by two senior members of the
mario kart development team, masashi koizumi and

yoshiyuki momose. the former was the director and the
latter was the assistant director. masashi koizumi, who was

also the game's producer, stated that mario kart: double
dash!! was intended to increase the number of players in

the game. yoshiyuki momose was responsible for the
game's artistic design. the audio tracks were arranged by

the japanese pop rock band, m-flo, with lyrics performed by
japanese singer-songwriter, hanaori takahashi. in contrast
to the original mario kart, the track design is even more

detailed than before, and the player is given the option of
not having curves when starting the race, so the game can
be played on a wide range of skill levels. the game features
almost no loading times, with only a few exceptions, such

as when a character or vehicle is in the carousel or the
waiting screen and when the player picks items during a

race. the game's first trophy was the "double dash number
1" trophy, which was awarded for a perfect 1,000,000 point
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race. despite starting with a total of 1 million points, the
game completed the race after 1,200 laps. the game's

second trophy, the "double dash number 2", was awarded
after a perfect 1,200,000 point race. the third trophy,

"double dash number 3", was given after a perfect
1,400,000 point race. no trophies were awarded for a

perfect 1,500,000 point race or greater. the game allowed
the user to earn the "double dash number 1" trophy before

a perfect 1,000,000 point race could be completed.
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